We characterize the graphs formed by two-dimensional soap bubbles as being exactly the 3-regular bridgeless planar multigraphs. Our characterization combines a local characterization of soap bubble graphs in terms of the curvatures of arcs meeting at common vertices, a proof that this characterization remains invariant under Möbius transformations, an application of Möbius invariance to prove bridgelessness, and a Möbius-invariant power diagram of circles previously developed by the author for applications in graph drawing.
INTRODUCTION
When soap bubbles are blown between closely spaced parallel glass plates, they form foams or clusters of bubbles in which the bubble walls are perpendicular to the sheets ( Figure 1 ). These clusters may be described by undirected graphs, with an edge for each bubble wall and a vertex for each junction where multiple bubbles meet. This physical phenomenon naturally raises combinatorial and algorithmic questions: which graphs can be formed in this way? And, if we are given as input a graph of the proper type, how can we construct as output a soap bubble cluster that could exist physically and that represents the given graph?
Analogous problems of characterizing graphs that represent other kinds of discrete geometric structure have long been studied. The prototypical example is Steinitz's theorem, that the graphs of three-dimensional convex polyhedra are exactly the 3-vertex-connected planar graphs [34] ; much subsequent research has focused on the algorithmic problem of constructing polyhedral representations with small coordinates [5, 32, 33] . The graphs of nonconvex polyhedra with axis-parallel edges may also be characterized in terms of planarity and connectivity [14] , as may the graphs of subdivisions of rectangles into smaller rectangles [24, 25, 39] .
Our main result characterizes the graphs of soap bubbles, which we model mathematically using two long-established principles governing their behavior: Plateau's laws describing the local geometry of the surfaces and junctions in a bubble cluster, and the Young-Laplace equation relating the curvature of bubble surfaces to the pressure in each bubble. We define a planar soap bubble cluster to be a family of arcs in the plane that obeys the planar versions of these principles, and we prove that the graphs of planar soap bubble clusters are exactly the 2-vertex-connected 3-regular planar graphs. We also provide an algorithm that can construct a planar soap bubble cluster for any such graph, and we study the stability of the clusters produced by our algorithm.
To prove our results, we use two key tools from earlier works. The first is the Möbius invariance of soap bubbles: Möbius transformation of a planar soap bubble cluster results in another soap bubble cluster, despite the unphysicality of this transformation. This fact has been previously used to study planar triple bubbles [42] , but as we show it has broader implications. Using Möbius invariance, we provide a simple proof of the necessity of our characterization: the graph of every planar soap bubble cluster is 2-vertexconnected, 3-regular, and planar. We also use Möbius invariance to prove the cocircularity of splitting pairs of edges in our study of the stability of our soap bubble clusters.
Our second key tool is a graph drawing algorithm of the author [13] , that combines circle packing with a Möbius-invariant power diagram of circles (defined using three-dimensional hyperbolic geometry) to produce Lombardi drawings of planar graphs of maximum degree three, and of some 4-regular planar graphs. In a Lombardi drawing [9] [10] [11] , edges are drawn as circular arcs meeting at equal angles at each vertex; these drawings automatically obey Plateau's laws, but need not obey the Young-Laplace equation (Figure 2 , left). For some 3-regular inputs the algorithm of [13] can produce drawings that are not planar soap bubble clusters. Nevertheless, we show that for the special case of 2-vertex-connected 3-regular planar graphs it always produces a valid planar soap bubble cluster, showing that our characterization is sufficient as well as necessary.
Related work
We are not aware of prior attempts to characterize the graphs of soap bubbles, but soap bubbles have been studied mathematically in many other ways. The Kelvin conjecture, stating that a foam with truncated-octahedron cells has the minimum total surface area among all soap bubble foams with equal-volume cells, was posed in the 19th century by Lord Kelvin and finally solved negatively in 1993 by the discovery of the Weaire-Phelan structure, a more parsimonious foam with two different cell shapes [38, 41] ; proof that this newer structure is optimal remains elusive. A related problem, the minimum-area cap for the ends of hexagonal honeycomb cells, also remains open [16] . It is conjectured that the minimum-surface-area four-bubble cluster, for given bubble volumes, is given by the stereographic projection of a fourdimensional simplex, but this has not been proven, and there are six-bubble clusters for which the numerically-computed surfaces separating the bubbles are not spherical [36] . Even as simple-sounding a problem as the double bubble conjecture (proving that the optimal structure for clusters of two bubbles with two fixed volumes has three spherical patches sharing a common circle) took many years to solve [18, 21] . Two-dimensional soap films have also seen much prior research, both as a test case for three-dimensional theories and in the context of the "soap bubble computer". In this device, pegs are placed between two glass plates at specified locations; a soap film that connects the pegs forms a minimal (though generally not minimum) Steiner network, providing a heuristic and approximate physical solution to an NP-complete problem [1, 4, 12, 20, 22] . Another result on two-dimensional soap films provides a planar analogue of the Kelvin conjecture: the minimum-length enclosure for an infinite set of bubbles of equal areas is a hexagonal tiling of the plane [16, 17] , and similar tilings arise also as the minimumlength enclosure for finite clusters of equal bubbles [7] .
John Sullivan has suggested that "we might look for foams as relaxations of Voronoi decompositions" [36] . Our use of power diagrams to construct bubble clusters may be seen as a validation of Sullivan's suggestion.
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SOAP BUBBLES
Two classical results describe the geometry of soap bubbles. Plateau's laws, observed experimentally in the 19th century by Joseph Plateau [29] and proven rigorously for minimal surfaces in 1976 by Jean Taylor [37] , state that in a threedimensional soap bubble cluster,
• Each two-dimensional surface has constant mean curvature. That is, the two principal curvatures of the surface take the same average value at all points in the surface.
• At each one-dimensional junction of surfaces, exactly three surfaces meet, and they form dihedral angles of 2π/3 with each other. Such a junction is called a Plateau border.
• At each endpoint of a Plateau border, exactly four Plateau borders and six two-dimensional surfaces meet, and the borders form angles of cos −1 (−1/3) with each other (the same angle that is formed by rays from the center of a regular tetrahedron through its vertices).
The Young-Laplace equation, also formulated in the 19th century by Thomas Young and Pierre-Simon Laplace, states that the mean curvature of a two-dimensional surface in a soap bubble cluster is proportional to the difference in pressure on the two sides of the surface, with a constant of proportionality determined by the surface tension of the fluid forming the soap bubbles [23] .
In the case of a soap bubble cluster formed between two flat plates, the bubble walls are perpendicular to the plates, and all cross-sections of the bubbles by a plane parallel to one of the plates are congruent to each other. In this case, the principal curvature in the direction perpendicular to the plates is zero, and we may simplify both laws to describe the planar figure formed by the cross-sections.
Thus, the two-dimensional restriction of Plateau's laws state that:
• The figure consists of one-dimensional curves of constant curvature; that is, circular arcs or line segments that do not cross each other.
• At each endpoint of one of these arcs or segments, exactly three curves meet, and they form angles of 2π/3 with each other.
The two-dimensional restriction of the Young-Laplace equation states that:
• The curvature of any one of the circular arcs (the inverse of its radius) is proportional to the difference in pressure between the bubbles it separates. Bubbles with the same pressure as each other are separated by line segments, with zero curvature.
We define a planar soap bubble cluster to be a finite collection of curves, obeying the planar restrictions of Plateau's laws and the Young-Laplace equation (for some assignment of pressures to each bubble). Equivalently, in graph-theoretic terminology, it is a planar embedding of a graph with circulararc edges, forming angles of 2π/3 at each vertex, for which it is possible to find a pressure assignment to the bubbles that is consistent with all of the arc curvatures. As we describe Figure 2 : Left: A collection of segments and arcs that obeys Plateau's laws, but does not form a planar soap bubble cluster, because it disobays the Young-Laplace equation (the curvatures do not add to zero at some of its vertices). Three of its segments do not separate different regions, impossible for soap bubbles. Modified from a figure in [11] . Center: An irregular planar soap bubble cluster. Right: a soap bubble cluster with the topology of a buckyball.
in Section 3.1, we can replace this existential condition (the existence of a consistent pressure assignment) with a simpler statement about the curvatures of triples of arcs meeting at vertices. Examples of planar soap bubble clusters are shown in Figure 2 , center and right. In a planar soap bubble cluster, the local forces on each vertex or arc caused by pressure and surface tension will sum to zero, so it will be in an equilibrium (though possibly an unstable one [15, 40] ). (where a, b, c, and d are complex numbers with ad − bc = 0) or its complex conjugate. The Möbius transformation of a circle or line is necessarily another circle or line, and the Möbius transformations can be characterized as the largest group of transformations that preserves circles in this way. Möbius transformations are also conformal : if two curves meet at an angle θ, their transformed images also meet at the same angle. The Möbius transformation of a line segment or circular arc is generally another line segment or circular arc, but there are two additional undesired special cases: it could instead be a ray, or a pair of oppositely-oriented rays on a common line.
MÖBIUS INVARIANCE AND PROOF OF NECESSITY
Möbius transformations do not preserve physically meaningful quantities of soap bubbles such as their pressures or the total length or area of soap film. They do not even preserve the finiteness of the bubbles: it is possible to find a transformation that takes the unbounded region of the plane to a bounded region and vice versa. Nevertheless, surprisingly, they transform soap bubble clusters into other soap bubble clusters. We outline a proof of Möbius invariance in the following sections.
Based on the Möbius invariance of planar soap bubble clusters, we will prove the necessity of our graph-theoretic characterization: every planar soap bubble cluster comes from a graph that is planar, 3-regular, and 2-connected.
Local criterion
It is convenient to replace the Young-Laplace equation with a more local criterion, using a signed variation of curvature. Given a circular arc ending at a point p, of curvature c ≥ 0, we define the signed curvature of the arc at p to be c whenever the arc curves clockwise as it leaves p, and to be −c whenever it curves counterclockwise. For line segments, of course, the signed curvature is zero. Lemma 1. A finite collection of circular arcs and line segments forms a planar soap bubble cluster if and only if it obeys Plateau's laws and if, at each endpoint of an arc or segment, the sum of the signed curvatures of the three incoming curves is zero.
Proof. In one direction, in a planar soap bubble cluster, let x, y, and z be the pressures of three bubbles that meet at a point. By assumption, the cluster obeys the YoungLaplace equation, according to which the three signed curvatures of the arcs at the point are proportional to the pressure differences x − y, y − z, and z − x. The fact that these three signed curvatures sum to zero follows from the simple algebraic fact that (x − y) + (y − z) + (z − x) = 0.
In the other direction, suppose that finitely many circular arcs obey Plateau's laws and have signed curvatures adding to zero at each point where three arcs meet. We must assign pressures to the bubbles formed by the arcs, such that the curvatures obey the Young-Laplace equation. Assign zero pressure to the outside region. For each bounded bubble B, choose arbitrarily a curve c that starts in the outside region, ends within B, meets the arcs only at proper crossing points interior to an arc, and has finitely many crossing points. Set the pressure within B to the sum of the pressure differences determined by the curvatures of each crossed arc.
To show that this system of pressures obeys the YoungLaplace equation, consider any two bubbles B1 and B2 separated by an arc A, and let c1 and c2 be the curves from the outside region to B1 and B2 by which their pressures were determined. We may link c1 and c2 by another curve that remains entirely within the outside region, forming a single (possibly self-crossing) curve that connects B1 to B2, and we may continuously deform this curve, crossing finitely many triple points of the system of arcs as we do, until it forms a line segment crossing arc A. Each time this deformation causes the curve to cross a triple point, the assumption that the curvatures at that point add to zero ensures that the sum of the pressure differences of crossings along the curve remains constant. Before the deformation, this sum was the pressure difference between B1 and B2 in our system of pressures, and after the deformation, it is the pressure difference required between bubbles B1 and B2 for the curvature of A An analogous result for bubbles on the sphere instead of the plane is in Quinn Maurmann's appendix to [31] .
When three three-dimensional bubbles form a cluster in which all surface patches are spherical, it was known to Plateau that the three inner surface patches have centers of curvature that all lie on a single line [19] . Although centers of circles and collinearity of points are not Möbius-invariant properties, we can restate the same collinearity property for planar bubble clusters in a Möbius-invariant way, in terms of the crossing points of the circles. This restatement will allow us to prove that the Möbius transformation of a planar soap bubble cluster is itself another planar soap bubble cluster.
Lemma 2. Let three circular arcs meet at angles of 2π/3 at a point X, with centers of curvature Ci for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and let ri = |XCi| be the radii of each of the three arcs. Then the following three conditions are equivalent:
1. The sum of the three signed curvatures of the arcs is zero.
2. The three center points Ci are collinear.
3. The three circles with centers Ci and radii ri have two triple crossing points.
Proof. We partition the proof into four implications between the three conditions of the lemma.
Suppose that the three signed curvatures sum to zero; then one must have a different sign than the other two. Without loss of generality (by permuting the indices and by mirroring the configuration, if necessary) we may assume that the signed curvatures are 1/r1, −1/r2, and 1/r3. By assumption, the sum of these three quantities is zero; by multiplying each term of this sum by r1r2r3 and rearranging, we obtain the equation r1r2 + r2r3 = r1r3.
Note that the three lines XCi form angles of π/3 with each other, because they are perpendicular to the arcs, which meet at angles of 2π/3. The assumption on the signs of the curvatures implies that angles C1XC2 and C2XC3 must both equal π/3, and angle C1XC3 must equal 2π/3. Now consider the areas of the three triangles C1XC2, C2XC3, and C1XC3. In any triangle, the area can be computed by the side-angle-side formula as half the product of two adjacent side lengths with the sine of the angle formed by the same two sides. Thus, these triangle areas are respectively. But sin π/3 = sin 2π/3, so the already-obtained equation r1r2 + r2r3 = r1r3 implies that triangles C1XC2 and C2XC3 together have the same total area as triangle C1XC3. This could only happen if the three centers C1, C2, and C3 are collinear, for otherwise the sum of the areas of C1XC2 and C2XC3 would differ from the area of C1XC3 by the area of triangle C1C2C3, which is zero only when these three points are collinear.
By (2) the three center points Ci are collinear; assume without loss of generality that C2 lies between C1 and C3 on their common line. Because the three centers C1, C2, and C3 form angles of π/3 rather than 2π/3, the signed curvature of the middle center C2 has the opposite sign to the signed curvature of the other three curvatures; we may assume without loss of generality (by mirror reversing the configuration if necessary) that these three signed curvatures are 1/r1, −1/r2, and 1/r3. As in the previous case, the three lines XCi form angles of π/3 with each other so angles C1XC2 and C2XC3 must both equal π/3, angle C1XC3 must equal 2π/3, and by collinearity the two triangles C1XC2 and C2XC3 together disjointly cover the same region of the plane as the single triangle C1XC3.
We can apply the side-angle-side formula to this region in two different ways, giving the equation
But the factors of 1/2 cancel, as do the factors of sin π/3 = sin 2π/3, leaving the simpler equation r1r2 + r2r3 = r1r3. Dividing all terms by r1r2r3 gives 1/r3 + 1/r1 = 1/r2, and rearranging gives 1/r1−1/r2+1/r3 = 0 as desired.
The three circles have at least one triple crossing point, at X. Let be the line through the three centers, assumed to exist by (2) . Then because passes through each circle center, a reflection across is a symmetry of each circle and therefore of the whole configuration of three circles. The point X cannot lie on , because two circles centered on a line cannot cross at a point that is also on the line, they can only meet at a point of tangency, violating the assumption that the arcs meet at angles of 2π/3. Therefore, the reflection of X across is also a triple crossing point, and the three circles have two triple crossings as (3) states.
For any two intersecting circles, it is necessarily true that their centers lie on the perpendicular bisector of the chord connecting their two intersection points. But by the assumption of (3) that there are two triple crossing points, the chords defined by each pair of the three given circles coincide; therefore, their perpendicular bisectors also coincide in a line that contains all three circles. Figure 3 shows a set of of arcs, circles, centers, and radii meeting the conditions of the lemma. The lemma applies directly only to circular arcs and not to straight line segments, but the first and third conditions are equivalent more generally: For two arcs and one segment that meet at a point X, obeying Plateau's laws and having zero curvature sum, the two arcs must have equal and opposite curvatures and there are again two triple crossings between the two circles and the line containing the three given curves. It is not possible for one arc and two segments to have zero curvature sum, and the case of three line segments can be thought of as having a second triple crossing "at infinity". This triple crossing property is closely related to Lemma 5.1 of [42] and to the existence and uniqueness of the standard double bubble, for which see e.g. Proposition 14.1 of [28] .
Möbius invariance
Lemma 3. Let B be a planar soap bubble cluster, and let τ be a Möbius transformation with the property that no curve or arc of B is transformed into a ray or double ray. Then τ (B) is also a planar soap bubble cluster.
Proof. We first consider the case that neither B nor τ (B) has any straight segments. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, B consists of arcs meeting at angles of 2π/3 such that each three arcs that meet have circles forming two triple crossings. The meeting angles and the triple crossings of circles are preserved by Möbius transformation, so τ (B) is also a collection of arcs meeting at angles of 2π/3 such that each three arcs that meet have circles forming two triple crossings. By Lemma 2 again, the signed curvatures at each meeting point of τ (B) add to zero, and by Lemma 1 again, τ (B) is a planar soap bubble cluster.
If B or τ (B) contains straight segments, the equivalence between zero sums of signed curvature and triple crossing points (counting the point at infinity as a crossing of any two lines) at any endpoint of a segment can be shown even more easily, as detailed in the remarks following Lemma 2, and the result follows in the same way.
Proof of necessity
It is clear that a planar soap bubble cluster must form a planar graph, and Plateau's laws imply that is must be 3-regular, so the nontrivial part of our characterization of soap bubble graphs is the claim that these graphs are 2-vertexconnected, or equivalently (since they are three-regular) that they have no bridges. In the language of soap bubbles, this means that every arc or segment in the cluster separates two different bubbles. As we now prove, this is necessarily true for a planar soap bubble cluster.
Lemma 4. In a planar soap bubble cluster, no segment or arc can have the same bubble on both of its sides.
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that the cluster includes a segment or arc e that has the same bubble on both 
LOMBARDI DRAWING AND PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY
We now review the Lombardi drawing algorithms from [13] , and show how to adapt them to construct a planar soap bubble cluster for any graph that fits our characterization.
A Möbius-invariant power diagram
In [13] we use three-dimensional hyperbolic geometry to construct, from a given set D of disjoint disks (or complements of disks) in the plane, a diagram M (D) that partitions the plane into regions surrounding each disk, separated from each other by circular arcs. This diagram is invariant under Möbius transformations in the sense that, for every Möbius transformation µ, µ(M (D)) = M (µ(D)). The construction of M (D) views the plane containing D as the set of limit points of a halfspace model of hyperbolic space; the circle bounding each disk Di ∈ D models the set of limit points of a hyperbolic plane Pi. Hyperbolic space may be partitioned into polyhedral cells by a three-dimensional Voronoi diagram having the planes Pi as its sites, and the limit points of each of these cells form the regions of the two-dimensional diagram M (D). The three-dimensional Voronoi diagram is invariant under congruences of hyperbolic space, and these congruences correspond to Möbius transformations when restricted to the limit points of the model, so M (D) is invariant under Möbius transformations as desired.
Our construction for soap bubbles uses a special case of this diagram in which the set D of disks packs the plane, meaning that each connected component of R 2 \ (∪D) is a triangular shape bounded by three mutually tangent circular arcs (Figure 4) . In this case, as described in [13] , the vertices of M (D) may be calculated as the isodynamic points of these triangles, allowing a simple and direct construction of the diagram in the Euclidean plane without any need to perform computations that involve hyperbolic geometry.
We may extend this definition to disks and disk complements that need not be disjoint from each other and are bounded by circles that may cross each other. In three- dimensional hyperbolic space, each disk or disk complement Di corresponds to the set of limit points of a hyperbolic halfspace Hi. We may define the signed distance between hyperbolic point q and Hi to be the positive distance from q to the boundary of Hi if q is outside of Hi, and the negation of the distance to the boundary if q is inside of Hi. The minimization diagram of this signed distance function, restricted to the boundary of the halfspace model, again partitions the plane into cells, bounded by circular arcs. As in the case of disjoint disks, the three-dimensional minimization diagram of signed distance is invariant under isometries of hyperbolic space, from which it follows that its two-dimensional restriction M (D) is invariant under Möbius transformations.
When D is a circle packing (with three circular arcs surrounding each gap between circles), the cells of M (D) are simply connected and the diagram has linear complexity; it can be constructed in linear time from the packing. However in general the cells of this partition might not be connected; Figure 5 shows an example.
Radial power distance
Although the hyperbolic point of view makes Möbius invariance easy to prove, it is not easy to use in algorithms. In [13] we observed that the junction between regions for three mutually tangent disks could be found as the isodynamic point of the triangle formed by the three points of tangency, allowing a direct construction of M (D) when D is a circle packing (Figure 4 ). For inputs consisting of arbitrary disks, as we show below, M (D) can also be defined intrinsically in Euclidean geometry, as the minimization diagram of the radial power distance functions (d
where di is the distance from a given point q to the center of the ith circle and ri is its (signed) radius. If D is a disk in D and q is any point in the plane, then the radial power distance from q to D is equal to the signed radius of a pair of congruent circles, tangent to each other at q and both tangent to D (Figure 6 ). The sign of this distance is positive if q is outside D and negative if q is inside D. This distance function is analogous to the classical definition of the power of a circle as d The power distance from the red point outside the circle is the length of its tangent segment; the power distance from the blue point inside the circle is −1/2 the length of a chord bisected by the point. Right: The radial power distance from the red point outside the disk is the radius of the two congruent circles tangent to each other at the red point and both tangent to the disk; the radial power distance from the blue point inside the disk is the negative radius of the two congruent circles. To see the equivalence between the diagrams defined using three-dimensional hyperbolic distance and using radial power distance, we use a geometric reformulation of the problem of finding nearest neighbors to a query point q. For a point q in hyperbolic space that is exterior to all of a set of halfspaces, the nearest halfspace may be found (just as in the Euclidean case) as the radius of the smallest sphere centered at q that touches at least one of the halfspaces, and this sphere is tangent to the halfspace or halfspaces it touches. Similarly, for a point q that is interior to some of the halfspaces, the minimum signed distance from q to a halfspace is the radius of the largest sphere centered at q that is contained entirely within at least one of the halfspaces, and again this sphere is tangent to the halfspace or halfspaces that minimize the signed distance. For a point q that is not within the hyperbolic space, but is instead a limit point of the space, the signed distance from q to the set of halfspaces defined from D is undefined (all curves in hyperbolic space from q to other points have infinite length) but we may still determine the identity of the nearest neighbor of q (that is, the cell of M (D) containing q) in an analogous way. The geometric figure analogous to a set of concentric spheres, for a limit point q of the hyperbolic space, is a set of horospheres, sets that appear in the halfspace model of hyperbolic space as spheres tangent at q to the boundary plane. If q is exterior to all of the given halfspaces, then a hyperbolic halfspace Hi is a nearest neighbor to q if there exists a horosphere centered at q that is tangent to Hi and disjoint from all of the other halfspaces. If q is contained in some of the halfspaces, then a hyperbolic halfspace Hi is a nearest neighbor to q if there exists a horosphere centered at q that is tangent to and contained in Hi, and that is not contained in any of the other halfspaces. Now let D be any one of the input disks, and consider a planar cross-section of the halfspace model of three-dimensional hyperbolic space, defined by a cutting plane perpendicular to the boundary plane of the halfspace model that passes through q and through the (Euclidean) center c of D (Figure 7) . Let H be the hyperbolic plane defined from disk Figure 7 : Cross-section of a halfspace (blue) and a horosphere externally tangent to it (red) in the halfspace model of hyperbolic space. The Euclidean plane onto which the shadows fall is the set of limit points of the model, and the black curves show the line qc (where q is the point at which the red horosphere is tangent to the plane and c is the center of the Euclidean disk from which the blue halfspace was defined) and two circles tangent at q whose radius is the radial power distance.
D; then the intersection of H with the cross-sectional plane is a semicircle congruent to half of D. The cross-section of the horosphere centered at q and tangent to H is a circle, tangent to this semicircle. If this figure, consisting of a semicircle and tangent circle, is rotated by a right angle around line qc in either of two ways, the two rotated copies of the semicircle together form the boundary circle of D itself, and the two rotated copies of the horosphere section form two congruent circles tangent to each other at q and tangent to this boundary circle; these are the two circles used to define the radial power distance. Therefore, the nearest neighbor to q in the hyperbolic Voronoi diagram is the disk D for which we can find two congruent circles tangent to each other at q and tangent to D that are either internally tangent to D and as large as possible or (if no such disk exists) externally tangent to D and as small as possible. This is the same as the condition defining the nearest neighbor according to radial power distance, so the two diagrams coincide.
Lombardi drawing
A Lombardi drawing is a graph drawing in which each vertex is represented as a point, each edge is represented as a circular arc, and the arcs incident to each vertex meet at equal angles [9] [10] [11] . In a previous paper, we described an algorithm for constructing a planar Lombardi drawing for every planar graph of maximum degree three [13] . For our results on soap bubbles, we will need to use some but all of the steps of this algorithm; the remaining steps produce Lombardi drawings that are not soap bubble clusters. The algorithm's steps are:
• If G is 3-connected, let G * be its dual graph. Use the Koebe-Thurston-Andreev circle packing theorem [35] to find a set of circles in the plane corresponding to the vertices of G * , such that no two circles cross (although they may intersect at points of mutual tangency) and such that G * is the intersection graph of the circles. Use a geometric optimization procedure [3] to find a Möbius transformation so that one circle is outside all of the others, maximizing the minimum radius of the enclosed circles, and apply this transformation to the circles. The Möbius-invariant power diagram of the transformed circles gives a Lombardi drawing of G.
• If G is a 3-regular and 3-connected multigraph that is not a simple graph, it must consist of two vertices and three parallel edges, and may be drawn as a double bubble.
• If G is 2-connected but not 3-connected, its 3-connected components form the nodes of a structure called an SPQR tree (Figure 8 ) [8, 26] . In the SPQR tree of a 3-regular planar graph, P nodes correspond to 3-edge multigraph components and R nodes correspond to 3-regular planar components. Each SPQR tree edge connects an S node (an even length cycle) to either a P or an R node [14, 30] . The cycle for each S node alternates between "real" and "virtual" edges, and each virtual edge of an S node is paired with a corresponding virtual edge of a neighboring P or R node. The original graph is formed by identifying the endpoints of each pair of virtual edges, and deleting the virtual edges themselves.
To form a drawing for such a structure, we may separately draw the 3-connected components corresponding to each of the P and R nodes, and then perform a carefully chosen set of Möbius transformations so that, for each S node, the adjacent P and R nodes have virtual edges that all lie on a common circle, the drawings of the other parts of the components are shrunken to a small enough size that they do not cross each other, and they are placed in the appropriate order around their shared circle. Once this transformation has been made, the drawing may be completed by adding arcs of the shared circle that connect the P and R nodes in their ordering around the shared circle ( Figure 8 ).
• If G is 1-connected but not 2-connected, the algorithm performs a second level of graph decomposition, by removing the bridge edges of the graph. The connected components of the remaining subgraph are called blocks; they are 2-connected, and together with the bridges form a tree structure known as the bridgeblock tree of G. The algorithm draws each block using steps similar to those for 2-connected and 3-connected input graphs (with some modifications in order to provide room to attach the bridges), and then as in the 2-connected case transforms the blocks into a position where the bridges connecting them can be drawn appropriately. We omit a more detailed description of this part of the algorithm because it is unimportant for our results on soap bubbles: by Lemma 4, it is not possible for a graph that is not 2-connected to be the graph of a soap bubble cluster.
Realizing graphs as soap bubbles
As we now show, the steps of the Lombardi drawing algorithm from [13] that apply to 2-connected or 3-connected graphs generate soap bubble clusters, giving us an algorithmic proof that our necessary conditions for a graph to be the graph of a soap bubble cluster are also sufficient. The SPQR tree of a planar 3-regular and bridgeless but not 3-connected graph; the dashed black edges connect pairs of virtual edges to be glued together. Right: A Lombardi drawing formed by transforming drawings of each 3-connected component so that sets of virtual edges connected to the same S node all lie on the same circle, removing the arcs of this circle coming from the virtual edges in the P and R nodes, and adding arcs for the real edges of the S node.
triple crossing points at angles of 2π/3, with signed curvatures summing to zero.
Proof. It is possible to find a Möbius transformation µ such that µ(D) consists of three mutually tangent unit circles, placed symmetrically around the origin0. For such a configuration, by symmetry, the Möbius-invariant power diagram Y must consist of three rays meeting at0 at angles of 2π/3 (and in Möbius geometry meeting again at the point ∞ at infinity). Then, by Möbius invariance, M (D) = µ −1 (Y ), a diagram with three segments or circular arcs that meet at two triple crossing points µ −1 (0) and µ −1 (∞). The fact that these arcs have signed curvatures summing to zero follows by Lemma 2.
Theorem 6. A multigraph G can be realized as the arcs and junctions of a planar soap bubble cluster if and only if G is planar, 3-regular, and bridgeless.
Proof. Planarity and 3-regularity follow from Plateau's laws. The requirement that a planar soap bubble cluster be bridgeless is Lemma 4. It remains to show that every planar, 3-regular, and bridgeless graph G may be realized as a soap bubble.
If G is planar, 3-regular, and 3-connected, then (as in [13] ) G may be drawn as the Möbius-invariant power diagram M (D) for a circle packing D representing the dual graph of G. At each vertex of the diagram, the regions for three mutually tangent circles of D meet. By Lemma 5, the vertex is incident to three circular arcs meeting at angles of 2π/3 (satisfying Plateau's laws), with signed curvatures summing to zero. Therefore, by Lemma 1, the diagram forms a planar soap bubble cluster representing G.
Finally, if G is bridgeless, planar, and 3-regular but not 3-connected, it must be 2-connected. In this case, as in [13] and as in Figure 8 , it may be formed by separately drawing each 3-connected component as a double bubble or as the Möbius-invariant power diagram of a circle packing, transforming these drawings so that they do not cross each other and so that the virtual edges that connect to each S node lie on a common circle, deleting the virtual edges, and drawing the real edges of the S node along the shared circle. As in the 3-connected case, the drawing of each component obeys Plateau's laws and has zero curvature sum at each vertex. By Lemma 3, these properties are preserved by the step of the drawing algorithm that transforms each component. The step of the algorithm that deletes the virtual edges and replaces them by real edges does not change the local geometry at any vertex of the drawing, so again it preserves the properties of obedience to Plateau's laws and zero local curvature sum. Thus, after these steps we have a drawing that continues to obey these properties. By Lemma 1, the diagram forms a planar soap bubble cluster representing G.
This method can be made into a practical algorithm for realizing graphs as soap bubbles, which we have implemented in the 3-connected case [13] , but because it depends on the circle packing theorem it necessarily produces approximate numerical results rather than precise vertex and edge coordinates, and its running time depends on the precision of the results [6, 27] . We note that, although our circle packing method is capable of realizing all graphs of planar soap bubble clusters, it is not capable of generating all valid geometries of planar soap bubble clusters. In particular, in the 3-connected case, the clusters we generate have the property that within each bubble there is a circle tangent to all the arcs of the bubble, but this property does not hold for arbitrary soap bubble clusters. For instance, not all of the bubbles in Figure 1 have this property.
STABILITY
So far, we have been considering only whether a bubble cluster is in equilibrium or not, but we may differentiate what kind of equilibrium a cluster is in by its stability, describing the relation between the energy of the equilibrium to the energy of nearby configurations. To do this, we need some additional definitions. In the case of bubble clusters, we may define a configuration to be a family of locallysmooth curves that partitions space into a fixed number of regions (where each region may not necessarily be connected). A neighborhood of a given configuration is the set of all configurations whose Hausdorff distance is within some fixed radius of the given configuration.
There are two natural ways of defining the energy of a configuration. If each bubble in the cluster contains a fixed quantity of a compressible gas, then the energy may naturally be defined as the sum of two terms, one for the tension of the bubble walls and the other for the pressure within the bubbles. That is, the energy is γL + PiAi, where Ai is the area of the ith bubble, Pi is the difference of its pressure (modeled according to the ideal gas law) from ambient, L is the total length of the curves in the cluster, and γ is the surface tension, the constant of proportionality of the Young-Laplace equation. Alternatively, we may restrict the neighborhood of a configuration to maintain a fixed area for each bubble, and use only the first term γL for the energy; this describes a limiting case in which each bubble contains a fixed quantity of incompressible liquid.
With these definitions for neighborhoods and energy, a stable equilibrium is a bubble cluster that uniquely attains the minimum energy. A metastable equilibrium is a bubble cluster that is not stable, but that has a neighborhood within which it uniquely attains the minimum energy. An unstable equilibrium is a bubble cluster for which all neighborhoods contain a cluster with lower energy. And a neutral equilibrium is a bubble cluster that is not unstable for which all neighborhoods contain a different cluster with equal energy.
When all four kinds of equilibrium are allowed, Theorem 6 characterizes the graphs of equilibrium bubble clusters. However, disallowing unstable and neutral equilibria changes this characterization, as we now show. To do so, we use Möbius invariance again, to prove that non-3-connected clusters necessarily include cocircular features that are incompatible with stability.
Lemma 7. Let G be the graph of a planar soap bubble cluster B, having two edges e1 and e2 such that G \ {e1, e2} is disconnected. Then in B, e1 and e2 form cocircular arcs or collinear segments.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that e1 and e2 lie on distinct circles or lines. Then, we could find a point q that lies on the circle or line containing e1 (but does not belong to e1 itself), is disjoint from the circle containing e2, and is also disjoint from all other arcs of B. By Lemma 3, a Möbius transformation µ defined by inversion through q would transform B into another bubble cluster µ(B), in which µ(e1) becomes a line segment while µ(e2) remains curved. But this contradicts the Young-Laplace equation, because both arcs must separate the same two bubbles and therefore must have the same curvature. This contradiction shows that e1 and e2 are cocircular.
Theorem 8. Let G be a planar graph that is not 3-connected. Then G cannot be the graph of a stable or metastable bubble cluster, regardless of whether the energy is measured as γL or γL + PiAi.
Proof. We may assume that G is 3-regular and bridgeless, for otherwise it is not the graph of a bubble cluster regardless of stability. Let B be a bubble cluster representing G. The SPQR tree of G includes an S node with edges that alternate between real and virtual [14, 30] . The removal of any two of its real edges e1 and e2 would split the graph into two separated components, so by Lemma 7 these two edges must be represented in B by arcs of the same circle. Because of this cocircularity, every neighborhood of B contains another isomorphic bubble cluster B in which one of the two components of G \ {e1, e2} is rotated with respect to the other around the circle containing e1 and e2. B has the same total arc length as B, and its bubbles all have the same volume and pressure as in B. Therefore, B is at best in a neutral equilibrium, and cannot be stable or metastable.
For graphs that are 3-connected, we do not know whether our construction always produces bubble clusters that are stable or metastable, or alternatively whether the graphs or stable or metastable bubble clusters form restricted subclasses of the 3-regular 3-connected planar graphs. There exist unstable 3-connected bubble clusters [15, 40] ; however, the known constructions for these clusters involve long thin bubbles that do not contain a circle tangent to each side of the bubble, so these unstable clusters cannot be generated by our circle packing method.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that two-dimensional soap bubble clusters, obeying Plateau's laws and the Young-Laplace equation, may be characterized graph-theoretically as the planar 3-regular 2-connected graphs, and we have found a numerical algorithm based on circle packing and Voronoi diagrams for constructing a soap bubble that represents any graph of this type. We have also made a preliminary investigation of the stability of the clusters constructed by our method.
Much about the combinatorial geometry of soap bubbles still remains to be studied. Most immediately, it would be of interest to fully characterize the graphs of stable or metastable planar soap bubbles; we have shown that they must be 3-connected, but do not know whether that is a sufficient condition. Infinite bubble clusters in the plane with translational symmetry may be viewed as covering spaces of finite clusters on a torus; can these clusters be characterized? This problem is made more difficult than the planar 3-connected case by the inability to use Möbius transformations and the need to consider multigraphs and nonpolyhedral embeddings.
As a far-off goal, we would eventually like to be able to characterize the cell complexes that can represent soap bubble clusters in three dimensions. However, even much simpler questions in this direction remain unanswered. For instance, is a three-dimensional analogue of Lemma 4 valid, or can stable three-dimensional soap bubble clusters include surfaces that have the same bubble on both sides?
